Convict Claims He Helped To Bury About 12 On Arkansas Prison Farm

Woman Charges
Police Beat Her!

Mrs. Dorothy Pendergast, a 17-year-old Memphis woman, said she was殴打 and beaten by police officers at the Collierville, Tennessee, Police Department in connection with a search for a missing girl. She said she was beaten and bruised on her head, neck, and back.

Mrs. Pendergast, 35, said she was arrested at her home on June 21 for allegedly throwing a rock at a passing car. She was released on a $500 bond and later appeared in court.

She said she was taken to the police station and questioned about the missing girl. She said she was殴打 with a club and that she was in pain when she was released.

She said she was later taken to the hospital with a broken arm and a fractured jaw.

The police said they were investigating the case and that the girl was found safe and sound.

Milton Barber Of Manassas Faculty
Claimed By Death

Lester Students
Tour Post Office

Lester Middle School students visited the Levittown Post Office as part of a tour of local government facilities. The students learned about the history and operation of the post office and interacted with postal workers.

Magicians Await
Midwestern, Lane
Bounce Clark '5'

Hampton Singers
Make All-State

Three Lectures
For Le Moyneites

Two At Hamilton Are "Outstanding"

Ballet Scheduled For Bruce Hall
Galaxy Of Stars Attend 100% Wrong Club Jamboree

Zeta Family Set For Blue Revue

Negro Methodists Call Meeting On New Situation For Feb. 6-9

S.C. NAACP Holds Service For Waring
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Supreme Court Takes Teeth Out Of Anti-Gambling Law

BY CHARLES MCMURRAY

Washington (AP) - A federal appeals court today upheld a new anti-gambling law in the District of Columbia which, in effect, bars James Buchanan, head of a national gaming association, from attending the annual meeting of the Anti-Gambling League of America in Washington, D.C. The decision was unanimous and the court refused to grant a stay pending appeal.

The court's decision follows a series of appeals and a trial in the District Court which began in August 1947. The case was argued by Washington attorney, Dr. Henry A. Seiberling, who represented the Anti-Gambling League. The case was tried by Judge John G. Minton, who was later appointed to the Supreme Court by President Truman.

The court ruled that the anti-gambling law was constitutional and that the plaintiff, James Buchanan, had no right to interfere with the operation of the law.

The Court held that the anti-gambling law was constitutional and that the plaintiff, James Buchanan, had no right to interfere with the operation of the law.

The Court held that the anti-gambling law was constitutional and that the plaintiff, James Buchanan, had no right to interfere with the operation of the law.
**Flint, Mich. NAACP Seeks To Bar Housing Referendum**

- Flint - The Flint branch of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) is seeking to bar a proposed referendum on the city's housing code.

**Social Security Tax Taps Income Levy For $5,000 Man**

- With many federal social security tax payments now exceeding their personal Federal income tax payments, many people are finding it necessary to go higher - a new Tax Restoration, Inc., study revealed various methods of financing additional income and related benefits.

**Demonstrational Research Team Seeks To Find Normalcy For Blind**

- Coal Miners
- Go On Strike
- in Pittsburgh

**State Child in Dekalb County**

- School
- Precedents Support Center, the State Child's Board of Review, and the School District of DeKalb County have formed a "pupillage plan," the state's first school for blind children.

**Black Nationalist Calls For Revolutionary Change In Art**

- Wallace May Be
- On Every State
- Nov. Ballot

**Shaw Students Hear Urban League Rep.**

- Wallace, the head of the 150,000-member Urban League, will visit the school on April 20.

**Heart Of California Man Unusual Operation Shrink**

- Donald Murray
- Named To Top
- Publicity Job
**SEC Officials Voted To Ban Firing Cannons In Stadiums**

By RAY D. WRIGHT, WASHINGTO N, D. C. (AP) — SEC officials have voted to ban the firing of cannons in stadiums.

The number of players from which to choose is fewer than ever before. The number of institutions now offering football is also fewer than ever before. The number of institutions now offering football is also fewer than ever before.

The number of players from which to choose is fewer than ever before. The number of institutions now offering football is also fewer than ever before.

**Johnson Orders 10 Percent Cut In U. S. Embassies, Agencies**

JERRY GILDNER

The number of players from which to choose is fewer than ever before. The number of institutions now offering football is also fewer than ever before.

**Lew Alcindor Improving From Double Vision**

LAWRENCE B. LEVINE

The number of players from which to choose is fewer than ever before. The number of institutions now offering football is also fewer than ever before.

**Randy Matson Named '67 Sullivan Award Winner**

The number of players from which to choose is fewer than ever before. The number of institutions now offering football is also fewer than ever before.

The number of players from which to choose is fewer than ever before. The number of institutions now offering football is also fewer than ever before.

**Urban Decay, Racial Unrest Cities As PR Challenges**

ANTHONY J. WILSON

The number of players from which to choose is fewer than ever before. The number of institutions now offering football is also fewer than ever before.

The number of players from which to choose is fewer than ever before. The number of institutions now offering football is also fewer than ever before.

**Braves Invite 13 Non-Roster Players To Spring Training**

The number of players from which to choose is fewer than ever before. The number of institutions now offering football is also fewer than ever before.

The number of players from which to choose is fewer than ever before. The number of institutions now offering football is also fewer than ever before.
Scientist Explain Origin Of Life
From Ames Research Center

The means by which, although they have appeared in form that has been interpreted by scientists of the Ames Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration near Mountain View, California, is the energy source of the universe. The energy source is a star, which is the source of all life. This has been suggested by scientists at the Ames Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration near Mountain View, California.

Chlorophyll is the energy source of the universe. The energy source is a star, which is the source of all life. This has been suggested by scientists at the Ames Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration near Mountain View, California.

Chlorophyll is the energy source of the universe. The energy source is a star, which is the source of all life. This has been suggested by scientists at the Ames Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration near Mountain View, California.

Chlorophyll is the energy source of the universe. The energy source is a star, which is the source of all life. This has been suggested by scientists at the Ames Research Center of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration near Mountain View, California.